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planning outside the square
Planners have been an integral part of Boffa Miskell’s
environmental services since the early Ewen Henderson
was the first planner to join the company in and there
are of us now.

The planning work undertaken by Boffa Miskell is diverse.
Our planners are involved in guiding projects through
resource consent processes, they help consult with
communities, and ensure that the special values of each
environment are respected. Perhaps most importantly, the
planners at Boffa Miskell are a crucial link between all the
good design and ecological work we do for clients, and their
projects actually getting consents to start construction.

There are some special characteristics we seek to foster at
Boffa Miskell. We encourage our planners to adopt strategic
and innovative approaches to complex problems – to think
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outside the square. We are keen to help communities resolve
complex resource management issues and develop
environmental frameworks that will benefit present and
future generations. The fact that our planners are involved
in developing planning policy, as well as in project work
on the ground, gives them a dual perspective which can be
of real value to our clients.

At Boffa Miskell, we take pride in our work, and strive to
keep our place at the cutting-edge of planning practice. We
enjoy applying our skills and expertise to the extraordinary
variety of planning challenges our clients set us.

Sarah Dawson, Director

Plimmerton –
integrated
development

The proposed development of industrially zoned land adjacent
to SH at Plimmerton includes the unusual feature of restoring
a degraded wetland downstream of Taupo Swamp, a nationally
significant lowland swamp.

Boffa Miskell assisted the land-owner, Marathon Developments
Ltd, and Porirua City Council, which had designated half the
site for a reserve, to develop jointly a concept plan and obtain
the necessary resource consents, using our planning, ecological
and landscape design skills. Industrial expansion will be confined
to one side of the stream, while the remainder of the site will
be partly developed for playing fields, and partly restored as a
wetland area, with the assistance of local community and
environmental groups.

CONTACT: ROBERT SCHOFIELD 04-385 9315

Boffa Miskell has been involved in planning and design for a
vineyard complex with a difference at Gibbston, near
Queenstown. The development, by Wentworth Estates Limited,
involves a vineyard, winery, restaurant, visitor accommodation
and residential sections.

A unique aspect of the development is the establishment of
allotments (minimum ha), each with a building site and
ha planted in grapes.

Boffa Miskell prepared the consent application and assessment
of environmental effects, and presented evidence at a council
hearing and to the Environment Court. The vineyards are now
almost fully developed and the first dwelling is being built. The
vineyard (Peregrine Wines) has already won several gold awards.

CONTACT: CHRISTINE HETHERINGTON 03-366 8891

Wentworth
Estates



Construction has now begun on the systems that will support 
residential units, while preserving the environment on a sand

spit between an east coast surf beach and Whangateau Harbour.

Three years of ecological and cultural research, community
consultation, planning and design work by Boffa Miskell
and other specialists underpin the development.

The aim is to create an attractive settlement while preserving
ecological and cultural values, in particular those associated
with water quality and an adjacent kahikatea wetland forest.

DESIGN: The first community consultation was with
tangata whenua, about ways in which features important to
them could be supported through development. This required
archaeological investigations, and an agreement was signed
with Ngatiwai that identified sites that would be protected
and monitored throughout construction.

The design of the settlement was based on considerable
community input. The scalloped outline allows the wide

Omaha Beach

is returned directly to the ground, to make up for the
increase in impermeable surfaces. Sewage is treated
off site, with the cleaned-up wastewater disposed of
under the new golf course by a sub-surface drip system,
saving on irrigation and providing a slow safe return
to the aquifer.

PLANNING: Boffa Miskell, working with a team
of specialist sub-consultants, has managed all of the
statutory land-use planning and resource consents for
the project. This included a change to the Rodney
District Plan to establish the zoning and unique rules
for the development, which was settled without an
Environment Court hearing.

Resource consents were gained from the district
council for the land-use and subdivision, and from
the Auckland Regional Council for stormwater disposal
to ground and the ponds, streamworks and earthworks.
A special set of ARC consents was required for land
disposal of wastewater, and to upgrade and extend the
existing plant.

All consents require comprehensive environmental
monitoring, including groundwater levels, water quality
and the health of the wetland forest.

Boffa Miskell will continue to have a role at Omaha
Beach as the settlement takes shape. The delivery of
the project will be carried out by Darby/Hartford
(with Greg Gimblett managing) and Connell Wagner.
PROJECT TEAM: PLANNING, EWEN HENDERSON; DESIGN, DOUG

LEIGHTON; ECOLOGY, VAUGHAN KEESING; LANDSCAPE, PETER

WHITING; SPECIALIST ASSISTANCE: NGATIWAI TRUST, CLOUGH

ASSOCIATES, HARRISON GRIERSON, TONKIN & TAYLOR, BRUCE

WALLACE, WOODWARD CLYDE AND RUDD WATTS.

dune reserve to envelop the neighbourhoods, and increases the
number of lots with coastal frontage.

The quality and variety of the built areas is looked after through
intensive landscaping, a wide range of lot sizes 
and a design control code. The Boffa Miskell landscape design
covers streetscapes, reserves and the wetlands.

ECOLOGY: A kahikatea wetland forest on the harbour side
of the spit was assessed as significant and has been gifted through
the Department of Conservation to the nation.

Wetlands and water areas are key to Omaha. A strong line has
been taken to preserve the size and quality of the aquifer
(which the forest also depends on), as well as freshwater and
marine systems.

All domestic water supply is based on roof collection and tank
storage. There are no pipe outlets to any marine environment.
The only stormwater outlets into water are to a constructed
wetland around a rehabilitated stream. Most stormwater, however,

   Natural and cultural
heritage features have
been safeguarded at
Omaha Beach, well
before building starts.

  John Darby, of
Omaha Beach Ltd (left)
looks over the site with
Boffa Miskell planner
Ewen Henderson.

  The settlement’s
scallop shell shape is
designed to lessen the
visual impact of buildings
from the beach.

The people behind a new coastal settlement at
Omaha Beach, north of Auckland, hope to create
“the best quality coastal development in New
Zealand”. John Darby, chairman of Omaha Beach
Ltd, says the radical design of the settlement might
be the most carefully thought-through beachside
development in the country.

   Plan showing the
relationship between the
neighbourhoods, golf
course, dune reserve and
kahikatea forest remnant.



Planners at Boffa Miskell have supported this philosophy
and assisted Ryman in determining the nature of consultation
required for each development. In Christchurch this involved
door knocking, an on-site Open Day with a tour of Stage1
of the Ngaio Marsh village, and informal meetings with
immediate neighbours to discuss plans. By the end of this
process, opponents had become supporters of the proposal.

The proposed village on St Heliers Bay Road in Auckland
City has been the focus of a considerable architectural and
landscape design effort, as Ryman Healthcare appreciates
the need to build a village that will complement the existing
high quality residential environment. Boffa Miskell has
assisted in this work as well as in preparation of a
consultation/information package used to keep interested
neighbours informed and as a prompt for early discussion
of issues.

Boffa Miskell planners are enjoying the association with a
company as energetic as Ryman Healthcare. The work has
involved staff in various Boffa Miskell offices sharing ideas
and information – a national team approach which benefits
the client who does not have to invest time educating a
new consultancy in each area.
CONTACTS: CAREY PEARCE, AUCKLAND 09-358 2526; MARC BAILY,

WELLINGTON 04-385 9315; NICOLA RYKERS, CHRISTCHURCH 03-366 8891

Ryman Healthcare operates retirement complexes throughout New
Zealand that are distinctive not only for the scale and quality of their
facilities, but also for their names. They are named after famous New
Zealand women - Ngaio Marsh, Shona McFarlane, Malvina Major,
Rowena Jackson, and Margaret Stoddart.

This is a company with a very clear vision. Ryman Healthcare facilities
are considered to be at the leading edge of the retirement accommodation
and care industry.

The company’s emphasis is on the building of ‘comprehensive’ facilities,
with independent apartments, studio units, rest home and hospital all
on one site. These facilities are complemented by a wide range of social
and recreational facilities (including swimming pools, gym, library,
tennis, petanque and bowls) and award-winning gardens.

Boffa Miskell has formed a national team to assist Ryman in achieving
its goals, providing early advice on site selection, positive consultation
strategies and thorough assessments of environmental effects.

Ryman director Kevin Hickman is actively involved in all aspects of
development decision-making, from site selection to the final touches
of interior decoration in each facility. Boffa Miskell’s role has been to
provide advice as required, and to help with resource consent applications.
Current planning work relates to two sites in Auckland and one in
Hamilton.

Ryman Healthcare’s philosophy is based on providing care for older
people within their local environment. As ‘developers’ within the
suburbs, the company focuses on being a good neighbour and this
involves getting to know the locals from the start of a project.

Ryman Healthcare:
taking a team approach

▲▲ A view of the proposed Ryman
Healthcare retirement complex in St
Heliers: the design and consultation
process aims to ensure the development
fits easily in its environment.

▲ Another view of the St Heliers
village.

 The bowling green at Ngaio Marsh
Village in Christchurch.

 Social and recreational
opportunities are a feature of Ryman’s
facilities, such as the Margaret Stoddart
village in Riccarton, Christchurch.



Boffa Miskell has recently worked with a number of councils to help develop
their district and regional plans, and in some cases, to prepare policies or rules
on specific issues. Developers who seek changes to a plan at a strategic or
policy level have also asked Boffa Miskell to help them achieve a good
outcome.

What is involved?
Boffa Miskell aims to help councils produce effective policy and workable
rules. This work requires a strategic perspective and an ability to think outside
the square, along with an eye for detail. Also essential: sound knowledge of
the Resource Management Act, good communication and practical experience.

At times, Boffa Miskell’s other areas of expertise, in ecology and landscape
assessment, have been brought into play to the benefit of the final plans and
policy.

Current examples:
The Christchurch office has been working with the Ashburton District
Council to prepare its District Plan, as well as helping other local authorities
with resource management issues such as marine farms, reserves, and rural
subdivision and housing.

In the Wellington area, Boffa Miskell has been helping the Wellington City
Council and the Palmerston North City Council with policy development.

The Whangarei and Auckland offices are currently assisting the Whangarei
District Council process submissions on the ecology, heritage, landscape and
urban sections of its Proposed District Plan.

CONTACT: SARAH DAWSON, CHRISTCHURCH 03-366 8891; ROBERT SCHOFIELD,

WELLINGTON 04-385 9315; CAREY PEARCE, AUCKLAND 09-358 2526; MAX DUNN,

AUCKLAND/WHANGAREI 09-438 2533

Boffa Miskell is assisting the Kaipara District Council with draft
plan changes resulting from studies of the edges of Mangawhai
and Kaipara harbours.

Mangawhai (pictured) is one of the fastest growing coastal
settlements in the country. Its attractive setting and proximity
to Auckland make it popular for both holiday and permanent
residence. The revised plan will provide better ways of managing
conflicting pressures for greenfield development and infill
housing, and the community’s desire for improved public open
spaces and streetscapes.

The edges of the Kaipara Harbour present a different planning
challenge. For many years they have been losing population.
Encouraging progressive ‘lifestyle’ settlement while retaining
essential natural character values is an important part of the plan
change work.

CONTACT: MAX DUNN 09-438 2533

Mangawhai/Kaipara
harbour edges

In Kaipara District Council surveyed residents about the
effectiveness of rural subdivision provisions in its district plan,
and on related roading and servicing guidelines. The results of
this survey highlighted the difference in views held by ‘long
standing’ land-owners and ‘new’ lifestyle residents.

The issues at the heart of residents’ concerns are minimum and
average lot areas, future buildings and cross boundary effects,
and road upgrading. Boffa Miskell is helping the council evaluate
alternative approaches which will deal more effectively with
these key issues. Detailed consideration is also being given to
the information the council will require with planning
applications, and the circumstances under which applications
should be publicly notified.

CONTACT: MAX DUNN 09-438 2533

Question: What is synonymous with the Wellington landscape?
Answer: Ridges and hills.

Wellington’s skyline ridges and hilltops are a focus of attention, and
a resource management issue: the community wants to protect the
natural character of still undeveloped ridges and hilltops, but elevated
sites in urban and rural areas are in demand for housing development
and utility installations.

Wellington City Council intends to review its District Plan provisions
in this area. Boffa Miskell has been commissioned to identify the
important ridges and hilltops, and recommend appropriate regimes
for their sustainable management. Phase a provisional city-wide
assessment, has been completed. Phase which focuses on local
communities and a public consultation programme, will develop
this in more detail.

CONTACT: SHONA MCCAHON 04-385 9315

Wellington City
ridges and hilltops

 Focus of recent
planning attention:
above Whangarei and
left,  Ashburton.

▲

Kaipara rural
subdivisions
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District plans and
regional plans



Grow outward or grow inward? That’s the dilemma facing rapidly growing
cities such as Auckland and Tauranga.

Helping build better cities

Boffa Miskell worked with local firm Key Research to
develop a series of techniques including a telephone
survey/questionnaire, focus group workshops, an image
survey and a ‘gaming’ exercise.

The study identified a series of specific district plan and
other initiatives which would protect amenity and character
values while accommodating residential intensification in
the forms and locations most acceptable to the community.

Increased building height and density in Orewa
Rodney District Council is planning to accommodate a
proportion of Auckland’s northward growth as part of the
Regional Growth Strategy. Boffa Miskell had previously
worked with the council to develop a long range vision and
urban design concept for Orewa, the district’s primary urban
centre. The new assignment was to investigate the possibilities
for significantly increased building density and height in
Orewa.

A technical report using digital photomontage techniques
confirmed the town centre as an appropriate location for
intensification. A more extensive discussion paper was
developed (with Robin Riley Associates), to investigate
different height/density combinations.

The final report, submitted in April recommends
changes to the District Plan capable of accommodating
mixed residential/commercial buildings of up to in
height – more than double the current limit. Boffa Miskell
is currently assisting council planners to develop District
Plan rules and assessment criteria.

Where to from here?
New Zealand’s cities are struggling with either too little or
too much growth. In these times of rapid change, the best
hope of success is a strategic approach: careful analysis of
the problems before jumping to solutions. Boffa Miskell can
help, and enjoys grappling with such issues.
PROJECT TEAM: DOUG LEIGHTON, RACHEL DE LAMBERT,

JOHN GOODWIN, KAREN BIRCH.

▲  Recent
intensive housing –
Manukau City.

 Intensive housing
in greenfields area –
Oteha Valley, North
Shore City.

 There is a direct
link between
intensive housing
and commercial and
community services
and amenities.

While the ‘quarter acre section’ was once the kiwi dream,
New Zealand is now a highly urbanised country. Many
New Zealanders no longer need or want a large section or
even a free-standing house. Councils can no longer afford
the expense of continually extending and maintaining roads
and other infrastructure for low density ‘urban sprawl’.

These factors are driving a new interest in urban containment
or ‘intensification’. Internationally, this approach is seen as
having economic, social and environmental benefits: a more
compact city consumes less land, resources and energy.

Recently Boffa Miskell has been assisting a number of
councils with growth related issues, as in the following
examples:

Urban design review for Auckland
Boffa Miskell is currently working for the Auckland Regional
Council on an urban design review of intensive housing
developments. This review, part of a larger monitoring
programme, is intended to provide a platform for encouraging
a higher quality of intensive development.

More than case studies were reviewed by the project
team and a system was developed for evaluating projects at
a number of levels ranging from the larger urban context
to individual site planning. The report makes a number of
recommendations to councils, private developers and other
stakeholders involved in designing, approving and building
intensive developments.

Intensification in Tauranga
The Residential Intensification Study for Tauranga District
Council (completed in May sought to identify the
community response to intensification based on different
growth scenarios. This research study focused on the effects
of intensive development on community amenity values,
ie what levels of density and what types of intensive housing
local residents were prepared to accept.



Marine farm
consent
processing

Boffa Miskell is helping Marlborough District Council deal
with a surge of marine farm applications in the Marlborough
Sounds, following the lifting of a three-year moratorium.

Staff from Wellington and Christchurch are in the second year
of providing planning, landscape and ecology services to assist
with processing applications. This includes site visits, preparing
reports and attending hearings on behalf of the council.

Many of the hundreds of applications received propose
innovative farming techniques, including subsurface marine
farm structures. Some of the proposed mussel farms are up
to ha. The applications themselves have attracted hundreds
of submissions, raising issues such as effects on navigation,
landscape and scenic values, iwi values, the marine
environment and nutrient supplies.

CONTACTS: ANNA CARRELL, WELLINGTON 04-385 9315;

CAREY EDWARDS, CHRISTCHURCH 03-366 8891

A major expansion of the Saxton Field reserve in Nelson has
attracted the tag ‘a Hagley Park of the future’.

Boffa Miskell is assisting Tasman District and Nelson City
Councils with the designation of land between Stoke and
Richmond, to provide a significant recreation facility for this
rapidly growing urban area, now the third largest in the South
Island. The current designation would extend the existing
reserve to provide space for many of the recreational facilities
needed for the region, set within a parkland environment. The
park has ready access to the new Stoke bypass, as well as walking
and cycling links to the Waimea Inlet and to the growing
residential areas that will soon surround it.

CONTACT: ROBERT SCHOFIELD 04-385 9315

Saxton Field,
Nelson

Profiles

Catherine has recently joined Boffa Miskell from the Auckland
Regional Council. She brings with her years’ experience in
planning and resource management in local government and
the private sector, and was recently Auckland chair of the New
Zealand Planning Institute.

Catherine’s experience in policy and plan formulation and
assessment has included managing the development of regional
plans and strategic planning documents, as well as developing
national environmental guidelines for the Ministry for the
Environment. She has particular expertise in policy development
for regional water and land resource management. She also has
considerable experience in preparation and evaluation of resource
consent applications and assessments of environmental effects.

Catherine Clarke
Planner,  AUCKLAND

Putting it on paper

Sarah Dawson has been co-presenting a national series of
seminars for local authority councillors on ‘their roles and
responsibilities under Section of the Resource Management
Act’.  She will later this year present a seminar to planners
throughout New Zealand on ‘the application of Section in
policy development’.  Sarah is also involved with convening
workshops for South Island councillors on hearing procedures.

Robert Schofield recently presented a paper on ‘Ecologically
Sustainable Development - the New Zealand Experience’ to
the Queensland Divisional Conference of the Royal Australian
Planning Institute in Townsville. An article by Robert on the
New Zealand Planning Institute in the century was published
in the June Planning Quarterly.

Doug Leighton and Chris Bentley jointly presented a paper
to the National Mainstreet Conference in Wanganui in August.
Their paper, called ‘Building Your Town’s Identity: Creating
a Destination for Residents and Visitors’ focused on learning
from experience, and drew on their experience in a wide range
of mainstreet revitalisation projects.

Doug Leighton and Marc Baily presented a joint paper to an
Urban Planning and Management Conference in Auckland in
September. The paper, ‘Tale of Two Cities’, compares different
approaches to urban planning taken in Wellington and Auckland,
through projects such as Lambton Harbour and Britomart.

Shona McCahon will present a paper entitled ‘Wellington’s
Town Belt - Time for Action’ at the New Zealand Arboriculture
Association Conference in Wellington in October.

An update of papers and seminars recently presented

and published by Boffa Miskell staff:

Watercare Services in Auckland is setting out to prepare resource
consents for its entire wastewater collection system, current and
future.

Boffa Miskell is helping draw together diverse technical studies
into an Assessment of Environmental Effects, working closely with
Watercare’s consultants and staff, and with regional and city councils.

Stormwater and wastewater discharges to the region’s harbours
have a major bearing on the quality of the environment, and are
a matter of intense public interest.

In terms of the scale and number of discharges this is likely to
be one of the most complex resource consent applications yet
made in New Zealand.

CONTACT: JIM CLARKE 09-358 2526

Auckland
wastewater
network
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Visual
simulations:
means to an end
Visual simulation is the technical term for
photomontages and computer-generated
project images. They are valuable tools for
assessing the visual effects of a proposed
development, as they allow accurate
comparison of before and after views.
Visual simulations also play a major role in
design development studies.

Recently Boffa Miskell has begun producing 3D animations.
Current projects include a ‘walk through’ and ‘fly by’ of
the Bayswater development, which will be used both in the
consent process, and as a marketing tool.

 Testing times
As part of the company’s internal review processes, Boffa
Miskell regularly compares completed developments with
the visual simulations presented with consent applications. A
recent case was the Albany to Silverdale Transmission Line
Upgrade prepared for Transpower NZ Ltd. This comparison
found that photographs of the installed towers almost identically
matched those depicted in the original simulations.

While these reviews test and reaffirm the approaches used,
they also assist Boffa Miskell to further develop and refine
graphic and presentation techniques, and our overall approach
to visual assessment.

Boffa Miskell has been preparing accurate and realistic visual
simulations for some years now. Many of these have played
an important role in securing consents for clients, by
demonstrating how a proposed development or modification
will appear in its landscape setting.

More recently visual simulations have become an integral
part of the Boffa Miskell design process. In two Auckland
projects – the proposed redevelopment of the Bayswater
Marina and the Westfield development at Newmarket –
visual simulations were used by the design team for testing
site layout and building design options, with the aim of
creating a more sensitive overall development, particularly
in relation to their respective landscape settings. Simulations
are preferred over elevations and sketches as they give a
more realistic impression of the structures and landscape
changes, as well as showing ways of mitigating potential
adverse visual effects.

Visual simulations are created using three dimensional
computer-generated models of the proposed buildings,
structures or landscape modifications, which are superimposed
on to photographs taken from designated viewpoints, using
survey data taken for key elements in the view.

   Simulations that show realistic visual effects: the proposed Bayswater
Marina redevelopment,  Auckland.

   A comparison of views of the Albany to Silverdale Transmission Line
Upgrade – from the top: the original situation, the visual simulation, and
as built.


